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Why communicate science?



Why communicate science?

Engaging with non-specialist audiences makes you look 

at your work from a different perspective

Scientists who engage with society perform better

academically
(Jensen et al., Science and Public Policy, 2008)

Potentially increase attention towards your research –

Altmetrics

Social responsibility? ☺



33% of european citizens affirm being

interested in new scientific discoveries and

technological developments [1]

43% of the worldwide population states

trusting ‘a lot’ in science [2]

[1] Eurobarometer 516 [2] Wellcome Global Monitor 2020

9 out of 10 european citizens (86%) 

think that the overall influence of science

& technology on society is positive [1]

: 99%

: 62%

: 45%



Scientists Society

What So what?

Facts, data...
Consequences of

those results

Information Message

Knowing your audience, using right

language, structuring content…



What about obstacles or

difficulties to 

communicate science?



Como começar?

• Definir a mensagem

How to start?

Define your message

Define your audience

How will I communicate?

What do I want to communicate?
What are the main points?

Who needs to know about this? 
Why should they care?

Will I use slides? Video? Social media? If yes, which
one(s)? Will I reach out to journalists?



General public…

does not exist



General public… 

exists!...



General public… 

is a Schrodinger cat

Teresa Firmino dixit



“You can know the name of

a bird in all languages of the

world, but when you’re

finished, you’ll know

absolutely nothing about the

bird. So let’s look at the bird

and see what it’s doing –

that’s what counts. I learned

very early the difference

between knowing the name

of something and knowing

something.”

Richard P. Feynman



Let’s talk about language

Jargon is useful – but only if your

audience is familiar with it

Prepare: make a list of technical

terms that you usually use and

think how you can translate them

to that particular audience

Scientific jargon not only makes it 
more difficult to process 
information, but also makes people 
lose interest in science
(Schulman et al, Journal of Language and Social Psychology, 2020)



Prioritize your info

Engage your audience

Use examples & tailor them

according to the audience

Don’t be condescending

Avoid the curse of knowledge

Words can be false friends, i.e. 

have ≠ meanings

Also: don’t extrapolate



Talking about comparisons…

https://www.themeasureofthings.com/

https://www.themeasureofthings.com/


Create a structure around ONE key message

Instead of a list of facts:

I do research in X My conclusions
are...

Tell a story, engage (several possible structures):

What we know What we don’t know: 
define the problem

What we found out 
and what that means

The importance of telling a story

Based on the And-But-Therefore structure (Randy Olson)



Let’s practice: Half-life your message!

5min: Individually, brainstorm your topic.

Then: a few volunteers will perform the Half-life your message

exercise

(Aurbach et al, Science Communication, 40(5), 669, https://doi.org/10.1177/1075547018781917)

60sec 30sec 15sec 8sec

https://doi.org/10.1177%2F1075547018781917


Science in the news media







~56 000 

scientists

~10 

science journalists

DGEEC/ME-MCTES, PORDATA





What makes a (science) story newsworthy?



What makes a (science) story newsworthy?



What makes a (science) story newsworthy?



What makes a (science) story newsworthy?



Scientific papers vs news stories

News stories:

Crucial info at the beginning

Most newsworthy info:

5W’s + 1H

Important details

So what?

Background 

info

Scientific papers

Abstract

Introduction

Methods

Results

Discussion

Conclusions



Scientific papers vs news stories

Example from: https://sciencemediacentre.es/en/comparative-anatomy-scientific-and-journalistic-article

https://sciencemediacentre.es/en/comparative-anatomy-scientific-and-journalistic-article


Press releases

Content

Format

Timing & Target

Press Officers should be contacted as soon as the paper is accepted

PRs have a fundamental and delicate role in the communication

between academia & media and in news construction



Press releases

In inverted pyramid:

// Lead – 5 Ws

// Summary of the main results

// Quotes from one/two scientists

// Summary of how the results were

obtained

// Study limitations/Give context

// Financing sources

// Title: brief, clear, true

// Contacts: researcher & Press Officer

// Link/Pdf of the scientific paper



Press releases

Language

Avoid jargon and explain that which is essential to use

Prepare: do a list of technical terms that you usually use and think how

you can ‘translate’ it to more accessible language

Use examples, metaphors, comparisons –

but don’t be condescending

Beware of words with different meanings to different audiences



Press releases

Format

About 1 page

Multimedia: good quality images, video

and/or audio, with captions and credits

Contacts of the researcher and the

Press Officer

Beware of embargo!



Press releases

Timing & target

Sent in the morning

Avoid sending on the beginning or end

of the week. BUT: send it when it is

news

Targetted sending: different topics are 

of interest to different journalists



Press releases

Last but not least

Work with your Press Officer, 

not ‘against’ him/her

Don’t hype your science

PRs can contribute to sensationalism, 

beware of unconscious inaccuracies



Press Releases

If possible, 2 weeks to work on the press release

If the topics of the PR envolves several institutions: coordinate

efforts. Some scientific journals also have Communication Teams

If you’re the contact person,  make sure to be available

Internationally:



What might a journalist ask?

How did you get involved in this project?

What did you find?

Why is this important?

Did you encounter any surprises along the way?

Were there any unexpected hurdles?

What are the next steps for this research?

Are there any specific questions or criticisms others might have

about these findings?

Sources: Becky Oskin and The Open Notebook



What might a journalist ask?

How might I sum up these results in just one or two sentences?

Is there anything I haven’t asked that you would like to add? 

What do you personally find most exciting or important about

these results?

Can you provide some context to help me understand these

findings? How do they fit in with other recent results?

For field studies: Describe what you saw during the fieldwork.

Sources: Becky Oskin and The Open Notebook



Interested in science writing?



What to do 

when a journalist calls?



Who is the journalist? 

What medium do they represent?

Why is the journalist calling?

When, where and how do they want to interview

you? On the phone or in person? What is the format? 

[Radio, TV, online, etc]

What is the deadline? Ask for preparation time

(even is just 10min) and say you will call back.  

And use that time

Will it be live? Or taped and edited?



Craft your message

What are your three main messages? 

Stick to them

Know what you want – and DON’T want – to say.

And know how you want to say it: soundbites

Zoom out, look at the bigger picture

Human angle of the research: is there

any story related with this work that

desserves to be told?

Establish the 5W’s + 1H



During the interview

Image designed by vectorstock (Image #14865934 atVectorStock.com)

Repeating
Go back to your key

messages often, say the

name of your discovery

seveal times.

Counting down

Say how many points you

would like to highlight and

explain them one by one:

There are three factors..; 

the first one...

Flagging

Help the audience recall your

message by emphasizing it:

The take-home message is...

The most important thing to 

remember is...

Bridging

Go from where you are to 

where you want to go:

I’m not sure about that; what I do 

know is...

That’s an interesting question, for 

which we don’t have answer yet; 

but we do know that...



Checklist for scientists: communicating science to the public

Jacopo Pasotti, Idla Mannino, Alessandra Fornetti (Venice International University)



Last but not least, if you’d like to share with your students:

January 15-19, 2024

Free of charge for 

PhD students Ciências ULisboa

// Introduction to science communication

// Social media for scientists

// Scientists and journalists, science journalism



Thank you
Science Communication Office 

Communication and Image Unit


